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Write write and write again After joy slowly tame pain I was writing
and it was the year two thousand and nineteen I was hunting for
words
unseen
Through fans
they were empty I asked friends
they laughed at me For who can pretend To end Humans glorious,
mute, vain, pompous, deafening and familier chatter I wanted to sing
however Maybe to wither my eternity heart Or to play lonely my
part I wandered in swamps of frailty Where swarms hideous of
humanity Waste the timely gift I travelled too
Happy the one who Like Odyseeus made a lovely trip But no
words I found Were all the same Sense maimed and soundly lame
Write write and keep writing Kept I saying But hope was lost For
the equinox inexorably came and soonly gone Omen of my own fate
bygone In this longest night How anguished was my fright I slept at
last it is human’s plight To worldly die every night I dreamt a
dream within a garden dim Trees were burning along the way The
last bird passed away
Not one drop of blood
Stone observer bowing only to lions
Out of one lost decision
Iron should not do about bloodless oppression
more more over someone lost moon who drops nothing
without ominous void you should do something
To found one glorious yoke
You’re going to lose one old Osmanthus of no countryside
My mind woke up promptly Startled by this travesty Clouds veil the
blinding sun How many eternities How many mountains how many
seas Have past and will never return For I recognized the voice
abhorrent speaking within us Such is the wordy tale of the
Osmanthus

Who said I can’t have it?
That glow, peace and feeling of belonging?
Who said I couldn’t get a healthy relationship,
maintain it,
watch it grow?
Who said I should be
content
alone
and who the hell said no family and baby is needed?
I want that.
Its mines and by right I demand it!
I want those things and I
can get
the best
version of it for me.
I can get a kind,
loving
man who turns into
-even betterfriend and superb husband
for me
-and fatherfor our family!
I can have healthy babies,
my own,
-adoptedand have a blissful family and life with them!

Who said I couldn’t have the
house,
car,
money,
business,
opportunities,
sound mind
healed body –
the endless happy blessings?!
Whoever said that
needs to sit the fuck down,
shut the hell up,
and leave
before I
slap a hateful bitch.

“Do you still do that?” he asked me
and his eye turned down
and his face turned in.
And I felt all my internal shift begin.
GUILT
Feeling caught by the net of friendship and rope burned by the
bondage's of emotional relationships.
NERVOUS
I’m not completely sure of this process of processing the fact that my
internal processors progressively lack progress.
CONFUSED
Am I not supposed to be eating meat? Is it bad for me
-in particular me that is an educated, life bearing and giving,
loved filled person of womanly colorto eat meat, like is this not SUPPOSED to be a choice for me
because of the me that you make into me?
DENIAL
No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no and no, defiantly not and no no no
no.
ACCEPTANCE
There is nothing inherently wrong with being wrong about what’s
taught to be right.
-even thoughIt’s considered systematically wrong what is my rights.
But
WAIT
STOP
Wait and stop this internal unproductive panic.
It’s damaging and deadly.
It’s seriously senseless.
There’s no rhyme to reason and no reason to rhyme it.
SILENCE
“Do you still do that?” he asked me. “Not eating meat?”
and I realize with a pause
and I realize with a breath
and I felt all my insides to realize the answers living there from the
moment of my first life giving thought.
YES
I said. “Yes, I still don’t do that.”

Do you know how amazingly great that sounds?
How incredibly blessed I am?
To not be sick anymore
with no more aches and pains.
To recognize those lingering pains
and take the necessary steps of prevention
to prevent my early expiration
-date the time with me
1, 2, 3 years strongof prevention to prevent my death
(but this disease still lingers on).
Caused by myself and initiated by me
no one could see that I was sick and no doctor
could prescribe me the right medicine to
end everything.
Do you know how amazingly lucky that sounds?
The external causing the internal damage
the damage teaching me to further break myself
-in 1, 2, 3 easy stepsby jumping
by drinking
by consumption
by disassociation
by silence
by hunger
by theSILENCE.
By ending the silence I started the prevention to my death by the
steady hands on the railing
to the shaky hands reaching out into the silenceDo you KNOW how amazingly close that was?
(But the diss-ease still lingers on)
don’t be fooled by simple letters.
Listen to what I found,
words that I found in the silence
to end my silent suffocating
-where no one but ONE could see I was sickand continue my duty of living.
I’ve been healed.
Do you really know how great that sounds?

location, touching location:
instances arranged, exposed—
patina orchard fuzzed
but burst in its jostle; organic
as a battery sprung blurry,
corrosion furried
and yet flung afield
in a jump too far:
connections lost in bum transition,
unsafe lane change; shunted
just late, up front, somewhat
blunt, enough to snip or flick
away from twist, hook, plug; looks
left, bikepath prongs finally debugged—
contact retained in some random forms:
thumbprint amp, bridged mudflat,
tombstone home-stack treed seamlessly to foliage—
Bauhaus gnarled alone, reaching
like one untrimmed; fronds flopped,
trunk bound by jumbled sidewalk—
all of it jacked into city

I
Without a salaam or ceremony,
hole of the rock, other following him;
brightness washed from a winter swimmer
as peoples made small, finely chipped arrowheads.
Skiffs scuffed to look sufficiently skiff,
mottled globe to a continent of glaring peaks
nearer and nearer the beholder,
translated from one world to another.
Utterly tossed, lightly illumined,
crunching down to cleaner reservoirs,
questions that would ordinarily be avoided
rather than one of your soles or flounders.
II
Louis Jolliet and Father Jacques Marquette
were posts not quite upright; atmosphere far
from what one would expect, if geological
and on some opposite side, implied.
Wonderful people on chairs in their homes;
later stone age peoples by 900 A.D.
made large tanneries out west
when the French came to this region.
The Illinois board blared cattle stomach,
tightened intestine; Indians invaded the Illinois
valley that spring and by an unaccountable
process, he was being willingly helpless:
allowed himself to be alighting
on massive ground, brilliantly.

III
Even the grains are ground, smashed:
cultivated corn, squash and beans
tied tightly to posts’ “browned presence,”
said my Wife; “there is no draught;
what are you looking for?”
He built Fort Creve Coeur near Peoria
and realized a sense of bodily expansion,
mutation from the solid dimensions
swelling, spreading, and changing
wonderful ethnic costumes
as La Salle hiked to Montreal:
tanned, hued, cured
with parts of the mountain
brought down from the mountain.
Even the pestles are made of stone.

after derek beaulieu’s Flatland
In practice this work works as the following example. On a page
from a collection of Nathaniel Hawthorne stories, the first line of a
page reads, wet our feet while examining a jelly-fish which the waves,
and deleting the repeated letters it reads
wet our f hil xam in g j y s
Drawing a line from the W’s first appearance on the first line to its
appearance on the second line, then third line and so on. Continuing
the process for the entire first line until every letter has been. derek
beaulieu describes as a reduction of language in a statistical analysis
where content is taken over by graph of how language covers the
page. As Marjorie Perloff describes in Flatland’s Afterworda, the text
is a seismic representation where meaning is not conveyed in the
usual way. Enjoy the reading, and please check out derek beaulieu’s
Flatland for a more entertaining read of no repetition.

I’m having that
dream again, those tears
free-falling again,
shaking hands with the grimacing dog
with Jack’s face, surrounded by
frogs somewhere way up on Arthur’s Seat. I could
see inside my house from up here
if I wanted to but I
must have drawn the curtains back before
I locked you inside and ambled
out carrying this poem called...
I’d just given my kidney
away to the gang
at the temple but they still
ask for my money and
the fast accumulating interest. So I turn
a drink down for
the first time in a week. I feel
the vomit
rising up and see that
a small part of my soul
appears to leak out from
the scar where I still administer the injections
but I’m sure its all just a part of that dream.

The double-decker bus we’re in
does a U-turn and as the driver speeds away
from the riot, and as the air pours in from
the window like
the holes were made for the wind to
dry heave as it passes through,
and in the middle of
picking shards of glass out of our clothes, you
turn to me and say
you’ve experienced so many things for the
first time when I was there. And you say it like
you’re glad I was there. I put my
head on your shoulder like
I’m at peace with
looking back at it all like
life is shards of glass to pick through
‘til the fingers bleed.
I wonder how it is
see me through your eyes.

I dreamt of my father last night.
But I am uncertain as to
whether it was because I miss him
or because he has become just that:
an intangible memory.
In the dream, my father asked me,
what is acceptance?
Acceptance is
listening to the smudge
your hand left on glass.
Looking it honest in the eye:
Assessing its brown lines and otherness,
and without assertion,
putting it under your mouth.
Acceptance is
turning the neck under your face
to see the thorns catching dust
in your back, still, giving it permission
to rest its hands during embrace.
Without skeptical hesitation,
acceptance is whole, of moment,
all consequential possibilities aside.
The dream, I accept.
But this, I do not accept.
I do not look like my father.
When you tell me I look like my father
you are telling me that I look like his insensitivity.
You are telling me that I look like his fists
in the air before landing along the shores of my mother’s largest
organ.
You are telling me that I smell like his absence, his fatherly
incompetence.

Our Holy Mirror who art in heaven, hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom comes. Thy will be done, on earth
as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread;
and forgive our fathers and their trespassing against
the commandment to love their children. Forgive them
as we forgive ourselves for the allowing of miscommunication
between the love languages erased during the wars with ourselves.
Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.
Deliver us from the lust of requesting validation from men who look
like our fathers.
Deliver us from the evil inability to listen to our grievances whisper.
The dream, I accept.
But this, I do not accept.

Oh, hail the bodies who succeed to look
at their flesh in the mirror without pity.
You have mastered the art of acceptance
and of denial. I have only mastered one.
It brings dense nothingness to my shoulders.
Though, I will admit, this might be the greatest love affair.
I remember the first time
someone said I am too much like a girl.
I sat, lathered it all like grass.
I felt it prickle my skin
like biology.
I swallowed hate for the first time.
Something bitter and selfless,
I did not question.
I planted, with my hands,
the first animal of destruct.
I remember the second time
as though it were the afterlife.
I let it sit.
I am no messiah,
my wrists, like webs with sirens.
The third time, I was ten,
a feline with six nines.
At this time, the moon dimmed
inside my spheres.
I lost all adolescence,
if only the door out was near.
The fourth time,
it was not the words.
It was the way he spat in my face
which created the skyline
of the city where I would often travel
to feel the central body orbit
this outer natural.

The many other times,
forced regression of ego.
A rich resentment
which developed the habit of discerning;
this corporeality appetite.
I remember the first time
these limbs failed to make gravity.
They floated there, still, emotionless.
I was drowning inside,
alive in a rotting flesh.

“How are you?”
is a question
which I have
never answered.
With ease.
For I am many things
and feelings
and emotions.
Some, more
than others.
But all together.
Still I swim,
when the weather
surfaces my skin
causing little bumps
like the ones that
slept on your face
after every shave.
Still I swim,
when the ocean comes to a pause
leaving a tight space
which amuses at the ear,
vibrating the roses on my eyelids
to bloom and trace cavalier seeds
on the crease of my membrane.
Still I swim,
as if this body is infinite, unending,
as if my meta is a balcony of fringed
memories of a lover’s scent
of cologne mixed with the sweat drops
of the lovers abandoned before me.

Still I swim,
when the only familiar love that lives is injury.
The kind that pulls at the throat.
The one whose taste burns at first but when lathered,
feels like dessert — red, sweet and velvety like the blood
that dripped from my veins whenever
I opened their doors to let air in.
Still I swim,
because I have seen blood clot,
I have seen platelets form,
I have lived beneath the sun at the afterlife.
Still I swim,
Because this flesh, it is automatic,
it heals itself. This flesh is still home
even on the months when I am behind on rent.

Have you ever tried to form roof from skin?
You peel it like fruit,
and build a fortress
out of the remains.
You paint art from the blood
that will hide the cracks in the walls.
And,
at the bottom of these cracks
lay smoke mirrors.
And,
underneath these mirrors
lay worlds untrue, forgotten.
Places revised and stretched.
From when there was no firm ground.
The worlds have tongues that sing tales
of endearment and discharge
when self was sacrificed for togetherness.
Doctor, doctor.
It is I.
The one who looks for nothing,
everything out of nothing.
It is I.
The one who looks beyond height,
Discovering words, you know not yet to convey.
It is I.
The one who looks the crystal at the crescent of your eye
diamond-like, fearful-like, pained-like.
It is I.
The one who looks inept at your order,
witnessing weak soul saluting.
It is I.
The one who looks himself Holy,
Goes blind designing metal brow.

It is you.
The one who looks for everything,
nothing out of everything.
It is you.
The one who refuses to look beyond height,
discovering words, you know not yet to convey.
It is you.
The one who looks the source at the petal
forgetting He is godly like the budding seed.
It is you.
The one who speaks state of blossoming,
trying to break down His determined image.
It is you.
The one who adorns lack of decoration,
losing practice unlike that of nicotine.

You thought she was like a durian
all sharp points and impenetrable
her inner truths so strange
and foreign to you
even though the gap that kept the two of you apart
was nothing more than an inch between two desks
Still, even the most tangled of enigmas
begins to unravel with time
You made a fool of yourself
and tore away at your disguise
until there was nothing left for her to see
except you – naked – in front of her
holding secrets you should have kept buried
Gradually she revealed herself to be
more mango than durian
and together you peeled back her layers
until only the fruit remained
exposed
vulnerable
tender
but still she hides her dreams from you
while you dream of abandoned lighthouses
with just enough space for the two of you
Stupid boy.
You will never have her.

Cowboy boots
and vintage wool psychedelia (poncho, jazz shades)
and cool drip slow burn tea
and electric notes of Bob Dylan, Maggie’s Farm
and that dude, he has meth mouth
so I guess he’s going to talk
and talk and talk
Mestizo soda pop
and a Vietnam Vet. selling car insurance
and damn, it’s just too bad
that no one knows of his jungle
or of the opaque-eyed landlocked Lord of the Fish
and the fire-brained midnight mutterings
of his old compadres, the soon to be deceased
and now the bus moves
Sporadic in gesture
and old woman (oxygen masked dementia)
and the intergalactic fliers of fancy
and the acid head priest’s imbalance in fact v.
fiction with his ass in seat and wheels as feet
and the shivering ribs of this, our noble mode
of ultimate conveyance through the assailing grays
whites and silvers of the snow-water-nebulas
and now the bus slides
and slides and slides
Through Spokane dark
and the disintegration of passengers into sleep
on the black glass highway
through the breath of the night
and this is motion
and this feels right.

Please do not give me a candle
that you made from the version of self
which you project to others
then light the wick and expect me
to yearn for the flame
I would rather you melt
melt down to your essence
and let me ignite you
I would rather you let me in
to your fucked up little world
of dirt and ashes and pain
and let me put you back together
from the fragments of myself
which I hide from everyone else
So please do not give me a candle
to light the dark and warm my way
because I would rather you take me in
and tear me down and spit me out
and with me seek serenity in sin
leaving scars along my back
as a testament that you were there
and I was yours
and together we lived in lust
not fear

I sit here steeping in the History
of Our Land, a class, my eyelids dense.
Our Flag hangs in the corner of the class
Red and White folds in deluge, licking the
framed portrait of our Thomas Jefferson,
our founding father, the slave holder.
My teacher, stern at his pulpit, recites
to silent rows of desks and students,
to the classroom, he recites Our Constitution:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are...” my pen drops, my sight blacks
yet I can see through the stars and the stripes,
the desk legs tremble and I hear Ocean seeking depth in the sands of my inner beach
I can see true Lady Liberty
kneeling in the dirt. She’s draped in the dull
jade gown which she filched from the Iroquois,
Catawba, Choctaw, and Creek. The Natives
who shared their fish, corn, wisdom, and shelter
with the savages who would betray them
eventually, steal their hunting grounds,
burn their homes, rape their women and children.

I see why she stoops so low now, and how
her crown pines for the Nature that once was,
Nature that hides now in the oaks which had shed
their trunks and rotted into divinity.
I hear the collective voice of lives past:
the dying utterances of the slave,
the immigrant, the first woman to vote,
the soldier, the farmer, the criminal,
and the jailer, and they are one ocean,
and their voice is the persistent undulation
of the swelling-then-receding tide.
Their waters will cover her feet and lick
her shins until she falls like cornhusk,
Lady Liberty, Lady of Ideals
now empty, on her knees and in the sand.
And the men, women, and children will come
clad in white, blue, black, brown, red, and all
to form a circle of one,
one nation and one people gathered here
together to cast a single acorn
into the pit she left behind
and declare this Their Land.

